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Let your journey to finding the softest summer sleepwear take you on an exploratory mission to 

Katie Kime. There, you’ll travel down the path of irresistible prints before heading into the 

rabbit hole to see what else the brand offers to make your summer even more vibrant. But first 

things first—here are a few reasons to fall in love with pajama sets from Katie Kime.  

 

 
 

Supremely Soft Sleepwear: Embrace Comfort Above All  

 

Pajamas ought to be comfortable and soft against your skin, right? No scratchy materials or 

constricting fits allowed. Katie Kime’s soft pajamas are constructed with supremely soft modal 

and cotton, offering a relaxed fit in a timeless silhouette. Pajama sets also feature a soft elastic 

waist and adjustable ribbon tie to customize your fit.  

 

A pajama shorts set or pants sets may feel so comfortable that you forget you’re wearing PJs. 

For many, this defines the perfect pajamas. On leisurely summer mornings, you can read your 

book and drink your tea without thinking about anything else.  

https://www.katiekime.com/collections/sleepwear
https://www.katiekime.com/collections/sleepwear


 

Storied Prints: Tennis Time, the World Is Your Oyster, Retro Stripes 

 

You can always expect bright, optimistic, and unexpected prints from artistic brand Katie Kime. 

With the Tennis Time print, you don’t have to play the game to enjoy these PJs that offer a 

fresh take on tennis rackets. You can easily lounge or sleep in these white pajamas with green 

rackets for playful summer sophistication.  

 

Another refreshing take on a summer day is the World Is Your Oyster print, which allows you to 

imagine yourself eating raw oysters and sipping rosé. For a nostalgic feel, you might like the 

Retro Stripe print, Katie Kime’s first stripe pajama set. This chunky pink bubblegum stripe print 

is fit for sunny summers. Or, browse many other Katie Kime prints that invite you to express 

yourself.  

 

The Long and Short Of It: Comfort, Style, and Personalization Go Well Together 

 

Whether you seek pajama shorts or pants sets (you might need both), you can expect your 

pajamas to offer the perfect blend of self-expression, fashion, and restful comfort. For a luxe 

touch of personalization, you can have any set monogrammed, too. 

 

Monogram pajamas make great gifts for bridesmaids, birthdays, graduations, and many other 

special occasions. It’s also a chic touch for yourself, especially for work-from-home wear. 

Choose your embroidery color and preferred font to customize the chest pocket on your 

pajama set. Katie Kime’s personalization and prints can help you celebrate the joyful summer 

days ahead.  

 

Choose your favorite summer PJs and much more from Katie Kime at 

https://www.katiekime.com/ 

Original Source: https://bit.ly/44ZpFik   
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